Members Present: Ann Higginbotham, Meredith James, Brandon Monroe, David Stoloff, Patty Szczys, Nanette Tummers

Minutes accepted from 2.13.12: MJ/AH 4-0

Reports from Committees:
   a. Senate Executive: Continuing discussion of 4-credit course policy. Discussion of the bill in preparation that will place FYI 100 in the LAC.
   b. FYPC: FYI 100 course proposal reviews. Discussion of the bill in preparation that will place FYI 100 in the LAC. FYI100 is being block scheduled “modules” behind the scenes.
   c. Implementation Team: Clarification needed for status of COM and ECO Tier III courses.
   d. Faculty Senate: Fresh Start Bill. LAPC suggests that credit for students earning “D”s in the LAC should be discussed with regard to this bill. Discussion ensued about the direction of the University. What has happened to our stated mission as a four-year liberal arts institution? Why is the target population now transfer students?

New Business:
1. Discussion and suggested revisions to the “Evolving Assessment Plan for Eastern Connecticut State University” document.

2. Discussion of the FYI 100 Memo from FYPC. Suggestions for language to appear in the forthcoming senate bill.

Next Meeting 3.12.2012